FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Corrie MacColl Combines Distribution Platforms under Single Brand
London, 24 April, 2020 - Natural rubber company Corrie MacColl, a subsidiary of global NR
supply chain manager Halcyon Agri has announced the brand merger of its three great
distribution businesses. As of today Alan L Grant, Centrotrade and Wurfbain Polymer will
officially operate as one, simply known as Corrie MacColl North America, Europe and Asia,
respectively.
The incorporation of the three platforms into one brand will strengthen the company’s
customer centric approach as it continues to play an essential role in facilitating the critical
international trade of natural rubber.
Bringing the brands together allows the Corrie MacColl Group to further leverage its
geographical reach, whilst streamlining certain middle and back office functions. The newly
integrated team will provide a seamless global interface to the global marketplace for
medical, industrial and speciality natural and synthetic rubber applications.
Corrie MacColl’s Technical Support team, Momentum Technology Laboratories, as well as
Kelvin Terminals, will support the Corrie MacColl Distribution platform globally.
Commenting on the transaction, Robert Meyer, CEO of Corrie MacColl states: “A single
brand strategy is the natural step in order to streamline our market approach and to reduce
any global customer’s confusion.”
The move will help strengthen our corporate strategy to showcase industry leadership and
drive innovation across the rubber market. Corrie MacColl will continue to do what it does
best in leading the global marketplace for natural rubber.”
– Ends –
About Corrie MacColl
At Corrie MacColl, we take a modern approach to fair and sustainable value creation in the
origination and distribution of the vital material that is natural rubber. As a sustainable model
corporate citizen, we are extensively invested in ecological conservation, economic and
social development. Our rubber is grown, sourced and produced to the highest quality,
matching supply and demand with as little impact as possible.
We are consciously positioned to serve today’s rubber consumer through our customer
centric merchandising model. Demand for made-to-measure rubber for use in diverse,
premium and specialty applications is fulfilled by our entrenched position in key distribution
markets and custom-made delivery programmes to customers.
Our products are delivered to over 1,000 customers in 350 cities through our second-to-none
logistical assets, flanked by our dedicated technical advisory and support unit.
Corrie MacColl is a member of the Halcyon Agri Group.
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